(Member of the Co-ordinating Cat Council of Australia)

SHOW PROCEDURES
(Effective 1 February 2010)

ATTACHMENT B1 - Veterinary Inspection Rejection Notification
Show: ……………………………………………………………………………. Date: ……………………………
Dear Exhibitor,
Your exhibit no. ………………………….. has not passed the veterinary inspection because, in my opinion, it
displays the following symptoms:
(Please mark with a "x" in relevant box/es)

A.

active respiratory infection indicated by

persistent sneezing
active glossal ulceration
purulent nasal discharge

purulent ocular discharge
suspected ringworm lesions

My diagnosis is: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Under the NSW CFA Show Procedures all of your exhibits are to be vetted out of the Show because this is a "ONE OUT
ALL OUT" veterinary rejection. None of your exhibits may be benched in the Show area.
The penalties arising from this rejection are detailed on page 2 of this form.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

B.

suspected earmite infection

excessively dirty ears
heavy flea infestation

is not in show condition or obviously sick, because: ……………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………..

has the appearance of being drugged indicated by: ……………………………………………………………………………..

is Unable To be Handled, i.e. has shown aggression - scratches with paws or bites.
failure on your part to provide valid vaccination certificate for a kitten.
Under the NSW CFA Show Procedures this particular exhibit is vetted out of the Show. Your other exhibits can be shown.
You may place this particular exhibit in the Show Isolation area for the duration of the Show if you so choose.
The penalties arising from this rejection are detailed on page 2 of this form.
Veterinary Officer:

Name (please print) ……………………………………………………………………….
Signature …………………………………………………………………………………….

WARNING !! You are advised that it is illegal and potentially life threatening to keep an animal in a
closed, parked vehicle without continuous supervision.
Note: a copy of the Show Veterinary Inspection Procedures is displayed at each of the vetting tables.

(Member of the Co-ordinating Cat Council of Australia)

SHOW PROCEDURES
(Effective February 2010)

ATTACHMENT B1 - Veterinary Inspection Rejection Notification
(Continued)

Exhibitor Penalties Following a Veterinary Inspection Rejection.

(a) ONE OUT ALL OUT
The Exhibitor may not exhibit any exhibit within the following 15 days.
This penalty applies to any exhibitor domiciled at the same address as the exhibitor whose exhibits were vetted out.
(b) INDIVIDUAL VET OUT
The individual exhibit may not be exhibited within the following 15 days.
This penalty does not apply to vaccination certificate rejection.
(c) SUBSEQUENT VET OUT
If, within a period of 3 months from the initial vet out, any exhibit from the exhibitor's cattery is rejected at vetting for
the same problem, then the exhibitor shall be automatically suspended from showing any exhibit for either:
(i)

A period of 1 month for an individual exhibit vet out for
• Suspected earmite infection
• Excessively dirty ears
• Heavy flea infestation

(ii)

A period of 6 months for a ONE OUT ALL OUT vet out

At the end of the suspension period the exhibitor will then be regarded as an exhibitor whose exhibits have not
previously been vetted out.

